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Abstract. The ionising interactions of high-energy particles with molecules have applications in many areas. Despite this, some areas, including positron scattering, lack experimental data due to difficulties in performing experiments. Here, quick and simple methods for computing direct electron and positron impact ionisation cross sections are presented. These calculations, performed using the open-source software RAPID-CS, can provide a complete data set as a first approximation for when experimental, or more detailed computational work is not available. The cross-sectional data set includes the total, partial/fragment-specific, single-differential, average secondary electron energy and stopping power cross sections. The molecules N$_2$, O$_2$ and CO were chosen to study due to the availability of positron scattering data. An overall good agreement with experimental and other computational results is presented.

1 Introduction

High-energy electron and positron interactions with molecules have applications in many areas including in medical settings [1], plasma physics [2], atmospheric science [3,4] and interstellar chemistry [5]. An important high-energy scattering interaction is direct impact ionisation. In lepton scattering, this is when a molecule is ionised due to a direct impact of a lepton. In electron scattering, this is the only straightforward mechanism that can lead to ionisation. However, for positron scattering positronium formation and annihilation can also lead to ionisation. In this work, the focus is on direct impact ionisation and dissociative ionisation, if the collision energy is sufficiently high.

A popular and frequently used method for computing electron impact ionisation cross section is the Binary-Encounter-Bethe method (BEB) proposed by Kim et al. [6]. This is a semiempirical method that has been found to give reliable results for a range of molecules [7]. As the BEB method computes the total ionisation cross section (TICS), various modifications have been proposed which can be used to compute partial, fragmentation-specific, ionisation cross section (PICS) as well. These frequently utilise branching ratios from a mass spectrum at a given energy and generalise them over an energy range [8–11]. However, all of these methods rely on some experimental data as an input. A method proposed by Huber et al. [12] uses a simple relationship between the formation energy of the fragment and the PICS to get good approximations without the need for experimental input. This method was applied to polyatomic molecules where, after careful selection of the fragment pathways, the method was shown to still produce good first approximations to the branching ratios [10]. This method forms the basis of the work presented here.

Alternative methods to BEB are available including Deutch-Mark [13,14], Spherical Complex Optical Potential (SCOP) approaches [15] and the Jain-Khare method [16]. All of these methods focus on computing the TICS. However, a modification to the Jain-Khare method (mJK) [17] can be used to compute the PICS directly and then sum them to get the TICS. Difficulty in the mJK method arises from the need to know the dipole oscillator strength. If this is not known experimentally then it can be calculated from photoionisation cross section. However, this still relies on experimental, or computationally reliable, photoionisation cross sections to be known.

Beyond electron scattering, the BEB method has been modified to compute direct positron impact ionisation. This was first done by Fedus and Karwasz [18] who devised the BEB0 and BEBW approaches but various modifications (BEBA and BEBB) were followed by Franz et al. [19]. Here, the PICS method by Huber et al. is combined with the positron scattering BEB0 and BEBA methods to produce positron PICS. The focus on BEB0 and BEBA was chosen as BEB0 seems to work best for polar molecules and BEBA for non-polar [19]. However, investigations with more molecules are needed to confirm this.

More details about the ionisation event can be gained from the single-differential cross section (SDCS) which
is a function of the ejected electron energy. Garkoti et al. [20] proposed a method for computing the BEB-SDCS. The SDCS can be used to compute the average secondary electron energy (ASEE) and the stopping cross section (SCS) [1,20]. The SCS can, for example, be used to probe the extent of potential damage to DNA [1]. Here, partial -SDCS, -ASEE and -SCS are presented for electron and positron scattering. The benefit to this dataset is that the cross sections are quick and easy to compute but also that all the cross sections are computed at the same level. As a result, their accuracy should be comparable and can be used to fill in gaps in databases.

The historical lack of research into positron scattering means that the only measurements for direct positron impact ionisation are for H$_2$ [21,22], N$_2$ [23,24], O$_2$ [23], CO [23,25] and tetrahydrofuran [26]. This is unlikely to change in the coming years due to the difficulty in distinguishing between Ps formation and direct ionisation. [19] The work presented here could be used to infer the Ps formation channel from the measured total cross section. A comprehensive review of all the data available for positron scattering has been done by Brunger et al. [27]. In this work, the molecules studied are N$_2$, O$_2$ and CO as, aside from the positron cross sections, there is also a reasonable amount of experimental data available for electron scattering.

The remaining paper is outlined as follows: In the next section, there is an explanation of the theory for all of the BEB-based methods used here. This is followed by computational details including a short description of the software implementation that enabled this work. Results for the three molecules studied are then discussed and finally, conclusions are presented.

2 Theory

2.1 Fragment formation energies

The dissociation pathway and associated formation energy due to electron or positron impact ionisation are shown below. This is for an arbitrary diatomic molecule AB and leads to a single ion,

\[ AB + e^{-/} \rightarrow A^+ + B + e^- + e^{-/} \]
\[ D_{A^+} = E(A^+) + E(B) - E(AB^+) + IP_{AB} \]  

(1)

the charged fragment A$^+$ is produced with the related formation energy $D_{A^+}$. Here, the formation energy is the dissociation threshold. The ground state energy of species X (where here $X = A^+, B$ or $AB^+$) is shown as $E(X)$ and $IP$ is the ionisation potential of the parent species (AB). For direct ionisation with no fragmentation, this pathway would be

\[ AB + e^{-/} \rightarrow AB^+ + e^- + e^{-/} \]

The formation energy of this pathway is the ionisation energy of the molecule. Typically, a good approximation is to shift this ionisation energy to match the Koopmans theorem [28] energy. The other formation energies should also be shifted to maintain the dissociation energy thresholds.

2.2 Branching ratios

Using the formation energy, the probability that a fragment will form can be computed using a method outlined by Huber et al. [12]. This method requires only the formation energy as input and results in an un-normalised probability.

\[ b_i = \left( \frac{1}{D_i} \right)^\beta \]  

(2)

Here, $b_i$ is the un-normalised probability of fragment $i$ forming with the corresponding formation energy $D_i$. Huber et al. determined $\beta$ to be approximately 3 for electron scattering. However, here a value of 6 is used for electron scattering and 20 is used for positron scattering. These higher values were used to compensate for the accuracy of the formation energies computed in this work (see below for more details).

To normalise these values, the following conditions are imposed,

\[ \Gamma_i(T) = \begin{cases} 0 & T < D_i \\ b_i / \sum_j^n b_j & T \geq D_i \end{cases} \]  

(3)

where $n$ is the total number of fragments. The parameter $\Gamma_i$ is the branching ratio of fragment $i$ now dependent on whether the energy, $T$, of the impacting particle (an electron or positron) meets the criteria: $T \geq D_i$. At the moment, this energy dependence is only valid at very high energies. This dependency can be made more general for any value of $T$ by using an asymptotic dependency.

\[ \Gamma_i(T) = \begin{cases} 0 & T < D_i \\ \Gamma_i(T) \left( 1 - \left( \frac{D_i}{T} \right) ^\gamma \right) & T \geq D_i \end{cases} \]  

(4)

The power term $\gamma$ was determined to be $1.5 \pm 0.2$ by Janev and Reiter [29]. A value of 1.5 is used in this work.

2.3 Fragmentation selection process

In this section, it is assumed that the scattering particle is an electron but the same process for selecting the fragments is applied for positron scattering.

As the fragment formation pathways used in this work are simple, the fragments which are included must be carefully selected. Note that the focus is on the ionic fragment. For example, ABC is an arbitrary linear triatomic molecule, with the structure of $A - B - C$, (i.e.
A is not bonded to C). All of the possible (single ionisation) pathways are

\[
\begin{align*}
ABC + e^- &\rightarrow A^+ + B + C + 2e^- & \text{No. 1} \\
&\rightarrow A + B^+ + C + 2e^- & \text{No. 2} \\
&\rightarrow A + B + C^+ + 2e^- & \text{No. 3} \\
&\rightarrow ABC^+ + 2e^- & \text{No. 4} \\
&\rightarrow AB^+ + C + 2e^- & \text{No. 5} \\
&\rightarrow AB + C^+ + 2e^- & \text{No. 6} \\
&\rightarrow BC^+ + A + 2e^- & \text{No. 7} \\
&\rightarrow BC + A^+ + 2e^- & \text{No. 8} \\
&\rightarrow AC + B^+ + 2e^- & \text{No. 9} \\
&\rightarrow AC^+ + B + 2e^- & \text{No. 10}
\end{align*}
\]

Here, double ionisation pathways are not included due to their added complexity. Doubly charged ions could undergo a Coulombic explosion which is too complex for the simple theory presented.

The first 8 of these fragmentation pathways require no new bonds to be formed. Instead, one, or two, bonds that were present in the parent molecule break. As a result, these fragmentation pathways can be included in the computations. However, as the last two pathways require the formation of a new bond, \(A - C\), they cannot be included. This is because the dynamics here would be more complex, relying on post-ionisation collisions and/or transition states. This is outside of the scope of the current approximation. Furthermore, if two fragmentation pathways lead to the same charged fragment then only the lowest energy pathway is included. In the above pathways, No.3 and No.6 both produce the \(C^+\) fragment. As the breaking of a single bond typically takes less energy, only pathway No.6 would be included.

From \(ABC\), the included pathways are

\[
AB + e^- \rightarrow ABC^+ + 2e^- \\
\rightarrow AB^+ + C + 2e^- \\
\rightarrow AB + C^+ + 2e^- \\
\rightarrow BC^+ + A + 2e^- \\
\rightarrow BC + A^+ + 2e^- \\
\rightarrow AC + B^+ + 2e^- \
\]

In this work, the molecules investigated are diatomic. All of the possible fragments are considered. They include:

\[
AB + e^- \rightarrow AB^+ + 2e^- \\
\rightarrow A^+ + B + 2e^- \\
\rightarrow A + B^+ + 2e^-
\]

### 2.4 Cross sections

The relationship between a total \((\sigma_F)\) and its corresponding fragment-specific partial \((\sigma_i)\) cross sections at a given particle impact energy \((T)\) is

\[
\sigma_F(T) = \sum_i^n \sigma_i(T)
\]

with the relation between the cross sections and the branching ratios being

\[
\sigma_i(T) = \sigma_F(T) \Gamma_i(T)
\]

Several types of cross sections are investigated in this work. They are outlined as follows.

#### 2.4.1 Electron—ionisation

A widely regarded electron impact ionisation cross section method is the Binary–Encounter–Bethe (eBEB) method. [6] The TICS is computed as the sum of the eBEB for each molecular orbital. The orbital eBEB uses three orbital constants and is given as

\[
\sigma_{eBEB}(T) = \frac{S}{t + u + 1} \left( \ln \frac{t}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{t^2} \right) + 1 - \frac{1}{t} \ln \frac{t}{t+1} \right)
\]

with,

\[
t = \frac{T}{B} \quad (8) \\
u = \frac{U}{B} \quad (9) \\
S = 4\pi a_0^2 N \left( \frac{R}{B} \right)^2 \quad (10)
\]

The constants \(a_0\) is the Bohr radius and \(R\) is the Rydberg energy. The orbital constants are the binding energy \(B\), kinetic energy \(U\) and occupation number \(N\). Some variations of the eBEB formulation use a fourth orbital constant, \(W\) which is the oscillator strength. Here, this constant is assumed to be 1 as a further approximation.

If the scattering electron exceeds the IP of an orbital, a secondary electron could be emitted via an Auger-Meitner process. This is included by doubling the contribution from an orbital if the scattering energy is over double the IP of the orbital [30].

#### 2.4.2 Electron—single differential

Single Differential Cross Sections (SDCS) can be computed within the eBEB formalism as proposed by Garkoti et al. [20]. The method uses the same orbital
constants as the eBEB method but also includes the variable \( w = W/B \) where \( W \) is the energy of the ejected electron. The SDCS is given as,

\[
d\sigma_{eBEB}(W, T) \frac{dW}{dW} = \frac{S}{B(t + u + 1)} \left( - \frac{1}{t + 1} \left( \frac{1}{w + 1} + \frac{1}{t - w} \right) \right. \\
+ \left. \left( \frac{1}{(w + 1)^2} + \frac{1}{(t - w)^2} \right) + \frac{\ln(t)}{(w + 1)^3} \right) 
\]

(11)

Here the SDCS is dependent on both the energy of the scattering electron, given by \( T \), and on the energy of the ejected electron, given by \( W \).

### 2.4.3 Positron—ionisation

The standard eBEB formula can be modified to compute positron scattering. A simple modification, referred to as BEB0 is presented below [18]

\[
\sigma_{BEB0}(T) = \frac{S}{t + u + 1} \left( \frac{\ln(t/2)}{1 - \frac{1}{t^2}} + 1 - \frac{1}{t} \right) 
\]

(12)

where the parameters \( t, u \) and \( S \) are the same as in the eBEB formulation.

Here, the only modification is that the exchange term in eBEB is dropped. An alternative modification, proposed by Franz et al. [19], imposes the threshold law proposed by Jansen et al. [31]. This, referred to as BEBA, is given as,

\[
\sigma_{BEBA}(T) = \frac{S}{t + u + 1 + f_a} \left( - \frac{1}{t + 1} \left( \frac{1}{w + 1} + \frac{1}{t - w} \right) \right. \\
+ \left. \left( \frac{1}{(w + 1)^2} + \frac{1}{(t - w)^2} \right) \right) 
\]

(13)

with,

\[
f_a = \frac{C_a}{(t - 1) \frac{1}{1.64} e^{-\beta \sqrt{t - 1}}} 
\]

(14)

\[
\beta = 0.489 \sqrt{\frac{B}{2R}} 
\]

(15)

The constant \( C_a \) is not known directly from the Jansen et al. threshold law and so it is assumed that \( C_a = 1 \) [19].

### 2.4.4 Positron—single differential

In the same way that the eBEB method can be modified to compute positron scattering ionisation cross section, the eBEB-SDCS can be modified to compute SDCS for positron scattering. Within the BEB0 model, the SDCS would be,

\[
d\sigma_{BEBO}(W, T) \frac{dW}{dW} = \frac{S}{B(t + u + 1)} \left( - \frac{1}{t + 1} \left( \frac{1}{w + 1} + \frac{1}{t - w} \right) \right. \\
+ \left. \left( \frac{1}{(w + 1)^2} + \frac{1}{(t - w)^2} \right) \right) 
\]

(16)

where once again, the exchange term has been dropped. Similarly, for BEBA the SDCS can be given as,

\[
d\sigma_{BEBA}(W, T) \frac{dW}{dW} = \frac{S}{B(t + u + 1 + f_a)} \left( - \frac{1}{t + 1} \left( \frac{1}{w + 1} + \frac{1}{t - w} \right) \right. \\
+ \left. \left( \frac{1}{(w + 1)^2} + \frac{1}{(t - w)^2} \right) \right) 
\]

(17)

### 2.4.5 Average secondary electron energy

The average secondary electron energy (ASEE) can be computed from the SDCS as [1,20],

\[
W_{ave} = \int_0^{T - B} W \frac{d\sigma(W, T)}{dW} dW \\
\left( \int_0^{T - B} \frac{d\sigma(W, T)}{dW} dW \right)^{-1} 
\]

(18)

In the case of electron scattering, the ejected electron cannot be distinguished from the scattering electron. As a result, the SDCS is symmetric about \( T - B \). Typically, it’s assumed that the faster of the two outgoing electrons is scattering electron. This results in the term \( a \) in the upper limit of the integral being 2. [20] However, for positron scattering there is only one outgoing electron and as a result, the integration can be performed with \( a = 1 \). [18]

The SDCS used in this work to compute the ASEE uses the eBEB, BEB0 and BEBA models outlined above.

### 2.4.6 Stopping

The stopping cross section can also be computed from the SDCS as [1],
\[ \sigma_{sc} = \int_0^\infty \frac{T - B}{\pi} (W + B) \frac{d\sigma(W, T)}{dW} dW \] (19)

As was the case for the ASEE, for electron scattering \( a = 2 \) and for positron scattering \( a = 1 \). This cross section (and the ASEE) is computed for each occupied molecular orbital with the total given as the sum. This is in line with the BEB formalism outlined above.

### 3 Computational details

All branching ratios and cross sections were computed using the open-source Fortran program RAPID-CS: Relative and Absolute Partial Ionisation and Dissociation Cross Section [32]. This program is designed to be a quick and easy implementation of the theory outlined above. It can be used to provide sets of cross sections as a first approximation. It uses a quantum chemistry driver (either Psi4 [33] or Molpro [34]) to perform the energy calculations required, which can be done in serial or parallel with MPI.

A minimal input would include a molecular geometry, basis set and the level of detail requested for the energy calculations. The program can then generate the allowed fragmentation pathways, formation energies, branching ratios, and cross sections required.

In this work, experimental geometries were taken from CCCBDB [35] and the basis set used throughout was cc-pVDZ. The formation energies of the closed/open shell fragments were computed to a CCSD(T)/RCCSD(T) level and shifted to match Koopmans theory (as described above). Whereas the orbital constants used in the total cross section were computed at a HF/ RHF level. The quantum chemistry calculations were conducted using Molpro [34].

The basis set and level of computational detail were chosen to ensure that the computations would be quick and easy on widely available computers. Better/more accurate formation energies could have been computed using a different setup. However, it has been shown that BEB calculations yield excellent results at HF level using small basis sets for a wide range of molecules [20].

RAPID-CS is designed to run with minimal input but also has several parameters which allow the user more freedom.

### 4 Results

#### 4.1 Fragment formation energies

The branching ratios are determined as an approximation based on the formation energies. There is, therefore, a need for reasonably good-quality formation energies \( (D_i) \). Presented in Table 1 are the formation energies compared to the appearance energies from various experiments.

Appearance energies are the first energy that a fragment is observed in an experimental measurement. The upper values in the ranges presented in Table 1 are the first measurements that the fragments were present. The lower value is the energy of the previous measurement. This gives a range that the fragment formation energy should be within. As mentioned above, the formation energies computed here were done so using quick and easy methods. Hence, the comparison presented in Table 1 is with experimental formation energies and not with highly accurate values.

The computed formation energies are consistently lower than the experimental appearance energies. Except for \( \text{N}_2^+ \) which is \( \approx 0.8 \text{ eV} \) higher than the appearance energy of Lindsay and Mangan [36] but lower than the appearance energy of Straub et al. [37]. The thresholds have been shifted such that the parent ion is equal to the Koopmans [28] ionisation energy. The parent ions are in a much closer agreement with the experiment than the other fragments are.

This could result in the branching ratios for those fragments to be larger than expected. The parameter \( \beta \) in Eq. 2 can be used to compensate for the error in the formation energies. This is the reason that values \( > 3 \) are used in this work despite \( \beta \) being used in previous works [10, 12]. However, it should be noted that the order of the branching ratio, in terms of magnitude, is solely dependent on the order of the formation energy. It is crucial that this is correct. The branching ratios themselves are approximated, and so the formation energies only have to be approximations.

#### 4.2 Nitrogen molecule

##### 4.2.1 Branching ratios and ionisation cross sections

As the branching ratios and the TICS underpin all of the cross section data presented, they are the crucial factors in determining the accuracy of the results presented. The branching ratios for electron and positron scattering from \( \text{N}_2 \) are shown in Fig. 1 along with experimental results. The electron scattering (solid lines)
shows an underestimation of the parent ion, \( \text{N}_2^+ \), but an overestimation of the fragment \( \text{N}^+ \) when compared to the crosses of Lindsay and Mangan [36]. Despite this, the error is approximately 10% showing a good overall agreement. For positron scattering (dashed lines), the results are well within 10% of the stars of Bluhme et al. [24] showing a fantastic agreement. In this case, the parent is slightly overestimated and the fragment, \( \text{N}^+ \) is slightly underestimated.

The electron scattering TICS has a good overall agreement with the experiment. Agreement pre-maxima is better than post-maxima where eBEB overestimates the cross section. Experimental positron scattering results by Marler and Surko [23] and Bluhme et al. [24] are presented. The agreement below the maxima is good with BEBA being slightly better. Above the maxima, both BEB0 and BEBA overestimate the experiment.

Electron scattering PICS are presented in Fig. 2 on the left. Here, the overestimation of the TICS has led to the fragment \( \text{N}_2^+ \) being very well estimated when compared to the experimental results. The fragment \( \text{N}^+ \), is not as well described. This is due to both the \( \text{N}^+ \) branching ratio and the TICS being overestimated. Despite this, the overall shapes, fragment orders and approximate magnitudes are well approximated.

For the positron scattering shown on the right of Fig. 2, both fragments are in reasonably good agreement with the experiment [24]. For \( \text{N}_2^+ \), the fragment is overestimated above the maxima, as was the TICS. The agreement with the \( \text{N}^+ \) fragment is very good as well. As a result, the positron scattering results presented here are in better agreement with the experiment than the electron scattering results for \( \text{N}_2 \).

4.2.2 SDCS, ASEE and stopping cross sections

SDCS are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 for electron and positron scattering respectively. The step-like features are due to the summation over all molecular orbitals. As the ejected electron energy increases, the number of orbitals that the ejected electron could originate from decreases which results in a drop in the cross section. For electron scattering, the eBEB model often overestimates the number of low-energy electrons ejected when compared with measurements by Opel et al. [39]. However, measurements by Ogurtsov [40] agree much better with the eBEB results for the entire energy range. In comparison with mJK results by Pal and Bhatt [41], the results presented here show a better agreement with the experiment. The mJK underestimates the experimental for the low-energy ejected electrons. At higher secondary electron energies, both theories agree with the experiments.

Positron scattering results are presented in Fig. 4. No experimental or other computational work is available. At lower impact energies, the differences between the BEB0 and BEBA results are more important. At high energy, the threshold effect isn’t as important and so the two models give almost identical results.

The ASEE and stopping cross sections for scattering from \( \text{N}_2 \) are presented in Fig. 5. No experimental or computational data is available here for direct electron or positron ionisation, only computational total positron impact ionisation mass stopping power cross section are available by Gumus et al. [42]. This further emphasises the lack of data in this area.

4.3 Oxygen molecule

4.3.1 Branching ratios and ionisation cross sections

The \( \text{O}_2 \) branching ratios (left) and the TICS (right) are presented in Fig. 6. Comparison is made with experimental and theoretical results from electron and positron scattering. No experimental positron scattering branching ratios are available, as a result, it is assumed that the positron scattering accuracy is approximately as good as the electron scattering results.

The branching ratios computed here underestimate the parent fragment, \( \text{O}_2^+ \), and overestimate \( \text{O}^+ \) when compared to the experiment. Despite this, the results presented are, once again, within \( \approx 10 \% \) of the experiment giving a good approximation. Interestingly, the mJK results by Sharma and Sharma [43] give the opposite result with \( \text{O}_2^+ \) being overestimated and \( \text{O}^+ \) underestimated.

For the TICSs, the positron scattering results (black) show a good agreement with Marler and Surko [23] with BEB0 having a slightly better agreement than BEBA. For electron scattering, the eBEB results are in a better agreement with Opel et al. [39] than the other experimental results but still give a reasonably good agreement. Particularly in terms of the shape of the curve. A comparison of electron and positron results shows the positron scattering cross section as being larger than the electron results. This is consistent with previous findings [24]. Here, BEB0 and BEBA are larger than eBEB due to the dropped repulsive exchange term.

The partial cross sections are expected to be in good agreement with the experiment as the branching ratios and TICS are in reasonably good agreement. PICS can be seen in Fig. 7.

For electron scattering, the underestimation of the \( \text{O}_2^+ \) fragment in the branching ratios has been compensated for by the slight overestimation of the total cross section. As a result, the \( \text{O}_2^+ \) fragment is in reasonably good agreement with the experiment. The \( \text{O}^+ \) fragment is overestimated. A similar level of agreement is seen between the results presented here and the mJK results. No experimental comparison is available for positron scattering.

4.3.2 SDCS, ASEE and stopping cross sections

SDCS for electron scattering are presented in Fig. 8 at 50, 100, 500 and 2000 eV. The same level of agreement between the eBEB model and the experimental result is seen as was seen for electron scattering \( \text{N}_2 \). A com-
Fig. 1  Branching ratios (left) and TICS (right) of N$_2$. For branching ratios, blue data: N$_2^+$, green: N$^+$. Solid lines: e$^-$ work presented here, dashed lines: e$^+$ work presented here, e$^-$ experimental measurements by Lindsay and Mangan [36]: crosses, e$^+$ experimental measurements by Bluhme et al. [24]: stars. For TICS, red data is electron scattering. Solid lines: eBEB, stars: Straub et al. [37], crosses: Lindsay and Mangan [36], squares: Opel et al. [39]. Black data positron scattering, crosses: Marler and Surko [23], stars: Bluhme et al. [24], solid lines: BEB0 and dashed lines: BEBA

Fig. 2  Electron (left) and positron (right) PICS for N$_2$. TICS: red, N$_2^+$ PICS: blue, N$^+$ PICS: green. Electron: solid lines: eBEB, measurements by Lindsay and Mangan [36]; crosses, Straub et al. [37]; stars, Opel et al. [39]: squares. Positron: solid lines: BEB0, dashed lines: BEBA, Marler and Surko [23]; red crosses, Bluhme et al. [24]: stars
Fig. 3  Single Differential Cross Sections at 50, 100, 500 and 2000 eV for electron scattering. Red data: total, blue: $N_2^+$, green: $N^+$. Experimental results by Opel et al. [39]: red crosses, Ogurtsov [40]: red stars, mJK by Pal and Bhatt [41] dashed lines.

Fig. 4  Single Differential Cross Sections at 50, 100, 500 and 2000 eV for positron scattering. Solid lines: BEB0, dashed lines BEBA. Red data: total, blue: $N_2^+$, green: $N^+$. For 500 and 2000 eV only the BEB0 results are visible.
Fig. 5 Average secondary electron energy (left) and stopping cross sections (right) for \( \text{N}_2 \) from electron/positron impact using eBEB, BEB0 and BEBA results computed here.

Fig. 6 Branching ratios (left) and TICS (right) of \( \text{O}_2 \). For branching ratios, blue data: \( \text{O}_2^+ \), green: \( \text{O}^+ \). Solid lines: work presented here, dashed lines: mJK by Sharma and Sharma [43], experimental measurements by Lindsay and Mangan [36]: crosses. For TICS, red data is electron scattering. Solid lines: eBEB, dashed lines: mJK by Sharma and Sharma [43], stars: Straub et al. [37], crosses: Lindsay and Mangan [36], squares: Opel et al. [39]. Black data: positron scattering, crosses: Marler and Surko [23], solid lines: BEB0 and dashed lines: BEBA.
comparison of the total SDCS with experimental results is made with an overall good agreement seen. In particular in the mid-secondary electron energy range. Also presented are mJK total and partial SDCS [41] which have a smaller magnitude than the eBEB results presented here. At low secondary electron energies, the eBEB SDCS have a slightly better agreement with the experiment than the mJK does. At higher energies, the two theories are in good agreement with the experiment.

No experimental or other computational results have been conducted for positron scattering SDCS. The BEB0 and BEBA results are presented in Fig. 9. As the electron scattering is in good agreement, it is expected that the positron scattering will also be. The differences in threshold description between BEB0 and BEBA can be seen at lower energies (50 eV top left figure), with the BEB0 and BEBA SDCS being virtually identical at 500 and 2000 eV (bottom left and bottom right), hence only BEB0 is presented.

The different threshold effects between BEB0 and BEBA can also be seen clearly in the average energy of the secondary (ejected) electron (ASEE) shown in Fig. 10 (left). The BEB0 (black) more closely follows the eBEB (red) cross section at very low energies. As the impact energy increases and the threshold effects become less important, the BEB0 and BEBA (cyan) curves agree. Higher energies are also where the largest differences are between the electron and positron scattering results. This is in contradiction to the total cross section which shows the electron and positron results converging at high energy. Differences in the ASEE could be due to positron scattering having an attractive electron-positron potential and no repulsive exchange term which allows for more energy to transfer to the ejected electron. This is in contrast to electron scattering which has a repulsive electron-electron potential and includes the exchange interaction.

Electron scattering stopping cross sections are shown in Fig. 10 (right). For positron scattering, BEB0 and BEBA gave very similar results and so only BEB0 is presented in Fig. 10. No experimental or computational results are available for comparison. Mass stopping cross sections, i.e. the average energy loss by the particle per unit length divided by the density, is available [42,44] but was not computed as a part of this work.

In comparison with N₂, the same trends and curve shapes are seen. This is with the expectation of the small structure in the O₂ ASEE cross section seen at around 20 eV. For N₂, there is a small defect but all three cross sections (eBEB, BEB0 and BEBA) are in closer agreement at low energies. The threshold effect implemented in BEBA must have a smaller effect for N₂ than here.

4.4 Carbon monoxide

4.4.1 Branching ratios and ionisation cross sections

The final molecule to be studied is CO. Here, there are three fragments: CO⁺, C⁺ and O⁺ and the molecule is polar. The branching ratios and TICS are presented in Fig. 11. As the branching ratios sum to unity, they are...
Fig. 8 Single Differential Cross Sections at 50, 100, 500 and 2000 eV for electron scattering. Red data: total, blue: $O_2^+$, green: $O^+$. Experimental results by Opel et al. [39]: red crosses, mJK by Pal and Bhatt [41]: dashed lines.

Fig. 9 Single Differential Cross Sections at 50, 100, 500 and 2000 eV for positron scattering. Solid lines: BEB0, dashed lines BEBA. Red data: total, blue: $O_2^+$, green: $O^+$. For 500 and 2000 eV only the BEB0 results are visible.
Fig. 10  Average secondary electron energy (left) and stopping cross sections (right) for O$_2$ from electron/positron impact using eBEB, BEB0 and BEBA results computed here.

Fig. 11  Branching ratios (left) and TICS (right) of CO. For branching ratios, blue data: CO$^+$, green: C$^+$, purple: O$^+$. Solid lines: electron scattering work presented here, dashed lines: positron scattering work presented here, experimental electron measurements by Mangan et al. [38]: crosses, positron measurements by Bluhme et al. [25]: stars. For TICS, red data is electron scattering. Solid lines: eBEB, stars: Tian and Vidal [45], crosses: Mangan et al. [38]. Black data: positron scattering, crosses: Marler and Surko [23], stars: Bluhme et al. [25], solid lines: BEB0 and dashed lines: BEBA.

dependent on each other. As a result, the large overestimation of the electron scattering C$^+$ ratio when compared to experiments by Mangan et al. [38], leads to an underestimation of CO$^+$. The results for O$^+$ are the closest to the experiment. For positron scattering however, the fragments CO$^+$ is in good agreement with the experiment by Bluhme et al. [25]. The slight overestimation of the C$^+$ fragment leads to an underestima-
**Fig. 12** Electron (left) and positron (right) PICS for $N_2$. TICS: red, $N_2^+$ PICS: blue, $N^+$ PICS: green. Electron: solid lines: eBEB, measurements by Mangan [38]: crosses, Tian and Vidal [45]: stars. Positron: solid lines: BEB0, dashed lines: BEBA, Marler and Surko [23]: red crosses, Bluhme et al. [25]: stars.

**Fig. 13** Single Differential Cross Sections at 50, 100, 500 and 2000 eV for electron scattering. Experimental results by Opel et al. [39]: red crosses, Ogurtsov [40]: red stars. Red data: total, blue: CO$^+$, green: C$^+$, purple: O$^+$.
Fig. 14  Single Differential Cross Sections at 50, 100, 500 and 2000 eV for positron scattering. Solid lines: BEB0, dashed lines BEBA. Red data: total, blue: CO\(^{2+}\), green: C\(^{+}\), purple: O\(^{+}\). For 500 and 2000 eV only the BEB0 results are visible.

Fig. 15  Average secondary electron energy (left) and stopping cross sections (right) from electron/positron impact using eBEB, BEB0 and BEBA results computed here.
tion of O+. As the latter fragment is experimentally very small, the underestimation results in the branching ratio computed here to be almost 0.

The electron scattering TICS is in reasonably good agreement with the experiments of Mangan et al. [38] and Tian and Vidal [45]. The agreement becomes slightly worse above the maxima as was the case for N2 and O2. The positron scattering results also show a good agreement with the experiments, performed by Marler and Surko [23] and Bluhme et al. [25]. Here, BEB0 is in slightly better agreement.

The PICS shown in Fig. 12 reflect what’s seen in the branching ratios. The worst agreement for electron scattering is C+ which overestimates the experiments [38,45]. Leading to an underestimation of the parent CO+ fragment. Finally, the O+ is in the best agreement. Despite this, the order of the fragments has been replicated. For positron scattering, the C+ is overestimated and O+ is underestimated. Here, the parent CO+ is best described with an underestimation at only the peak of the cross section.

4.4.2 SDCS, ASEE, stopping cross sections
Very little experimental data is available here for both electron and positron scattering. There are measurements by Opel et al. [39] for the electron SDCS at 500 eV and by Ogurtsov [40] at 100 and 500 eV. The SDCS are presented for electron scattering in Fig. 13 and for positron scattering in Fig. 14. A good agreement is seen between the experiment of Opel et al. [39] and Ogurtsov [40] 100 and 500 eV. The remaining energies have the same trends and curve shapes for both electron and positron scattering as seen for N2 and O2.

As with the SDCS, the same curve shape and trends seen for N2 and O2 are seen for the ASEE and SCS in Fig. 15. The threshold behaviour seen in O2 is seen here again in the positron scattering ASEE.

5 Conclusion
The work presented emphasises the lack of experimental and computational results in this area. Even for simple, small molecules. To help fill this gap, a series of BEB-based methods were presented for computing electron and positron TICS, PICS, SDCS, ASEE and SCS. These methods are simple, quick, require no experimental input, and have no fitting parameters that need to be tuned for each molecule. The value $\beta$ in Eq. 2 can be used to optimise results, particularly when the formation energies are known to be poorly described. The computational implementation of this work is the open-source code RAPID-CS.

The three diatomics investigated, N2, O2 and CO were chosen due to the available positron scattering experimental results. Despite the small basis set used, a good agreement was seen for electron scattering when compared to various experiments and for positron scattering when a comparison was possible. These methods proved to be useful for giving first approximations when no other data is available. Their accuracy and quality are reflected in the simple theory they are based.

There are limitations to the methods presented here, specifically in the computation of the branching ratios. The various total cross sections can be extended to compute larger systems. However, as the size of the molecule increases, the number of fragmentation pathways will increase. The fragmentation selection process will lead to some pathways being ignored regardless of their importance. This in turn will limit the accuracy of the branching ratios and, by extension, the partial cross sections produced.
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